
the author makes clear that his aim was to convey the meaning of the 
original as exactly as possible and not to achieve literary elegance. 

The innovative element of the presentation of this book is that there is 
no separation of text, translation and commentary. Sections of the text, 
with the translation and apparatus criticus immediately below, are printed 
in shaded blocks preceded and followed by the critical commentary. In 
this way the reader does not have to page back and forth between text and 
commentary. The overall design of the book is generous so that nothing 
seems cramped or crowded, but all is presented most attractively and 
clearly. Frequent use of illustrative material further enhances under
standing of the text and context. For the latter there are maps and plans of 
the geography of the region and the layout of military sites. For the former 
photographs of specific words in the manuscript are reproduced in order 
to facilitate the understanding of why a particular word or passage is read 
in a specific way. There is even an illustration of swallows hunting insects 
when Gorippus makes use of an epic simile (lines 9-13) comparing the 
movement of Johannes's thoughts to the movement of swallows. 

Riedlberger surmises that Gorippus wrote the Iohannis between 546 
and 552, before his Panegyric to Justin II on his succession. 

The text of Book 8 breaks off at line 656. The fact that Riedlberger has 
produced a 500-page volume dealing with this short Latin text gives some 
indication of the thoroughness of his treatment. The limited scope of this 
review does not allow justice to be done to the breadth and depth of the 
work. It should at least be evident that it will be an indispensable part of 
any future scholar's required reading for research on North Africa of the 
period or of the work of Gorippus. 

Betine van Zyl Smit 
University of Nottingham 

Joseph Roisman & Ian Worthington (edd.), A Companion to Ancient Mace
donia. Chichester; Malden, Mass: Wiley-Blackwell (Blackwell Companions 
to the Ancient World. Ancient History) 2010. Pp. xxvi + 668, 16 p. of 

plates. ISBN 9781405179362. $199.95.* 

* I was not qualified to offer a paper on the special theme of this volume of Acta 
Classica, but I associate myself with the contributors in expressing my admiration 
for Denis Saddington's scholarship, and would add that I was fortunate to have 
had his friendship over some four decades. 
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The scope of this volume well justifies its appearance in what some may 
feel is an over-traded 'handbook' market. For it covers its field, Macedonia, 
way beyond its customary classical periods with Carolyn Snively's chapter 
'Macedonia in Late Antiquity' (545-71) and the treatment of contem
porary Balkan politics in Loring Danforth's 'Ancient Macedonia, Alexander 
the Great and the Star or Sun of V ergina: National Symbols and the 
Conflict between Greece and the Republic of Macedonia' (572-98); and it 
ranges beyond the familiar boundaries by offering very useful comple
mentary chapters on Thessaly, Illyria, Epirus and Thrace. 

Peter Rhodes's introductory chapter on the sources on Macedonia 
down to the Roman conquest (23-40) is authoritative, but rather daunting 
in the volume of detail 17 and might have been better placed towards the 
end as a virtual appendix, 18 though it sits well next to Karsten Dahmen's 
chapter on 'The Numismatic Evidence'. Such a transposition would have 
worked since the necessary brief introduction to the range and nature of 
the source material is already provided by E.M. Anson's excellent opening 
chapter, 'Why Study Ancient Macedonia?' (3-20). 

The section on history covers the period down to Perdiccas III, and 
then Sabine Muller offers a dispassionate review of the reign of Philip II 
(166-85), concluding with the comment that, when compared with 
Alexander the Great, Philip was 'the one from whose reign Macedonia 
profited more' (184), a judgement repeated later by P. Millett in his 
chapter on 'The Political Economy' (472-504), where he contrasts Philip's 
strategic financial planning with Alexander's 'quixotic . . . attitude to 
tribute' (497) and wasteful expenditure. 

The chapter on Alexander the Great by Dawn Gilley and Ian 
Worthington (186-207) claims that the throwing of the spear into Asia at 
the Hellespont signalled the intent to conquer 'the whole of the Persian 
Empire' (192) and concludes that Alexander is to be praised 'for the vast 
empire he created' (206). Marek Olbrycht on 'Macedonia and Persia' (342-
69) is similarly positive, working to the conclusion that Alexander was not 
'a limited, brutal invader', but more an empire-builder (366). 19 But erring 
on the side of positivity about Alexander's record is perhaps not 
inappropriate as this volume is very much concerned with the creation of 

17 One hesitates to differ from Rhodes on points of detail, but his reference to 
Hieronymus as 'perhaps archivist of Alexander' (p. 30) looks premature. 
18 There it could have picked up on many points thrown up in the other chapters. 
19 Where he draws a parallel with Worthington's paper, 'Alexander the Great, 
Nation-building', in V.D. Hanson (ed.), Makers of Ancient Strategy (Princeton 
2010) 118-137. 
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Macedonian identity. The negative line on Alexander, with roots in the 
Hellenistic period, was developed in the Roman period and beyond by 
those more concerned to oppose autocracy in general or the autocrat of 
the day. 

W.L. Adams offers a commendably lucid summary of the complicated 
political history of 'Alexander's Successors to 221 BC' (208-24). But he 
creates a little confusion by stating that he has adopted the low chronology 
and then offering the high dates inter alia for Perdiccas' invasion of Egypt 
(321) and the murder of Alexander IV (winter, 311/ 10). 

Arthur Eckstein, 'Macedonia and Rome, 221-146 BC' (225-50), draws 
on modern international relations theory to characterise the series of wars 
that led to the annexation of Macedonia as 'a typical tragedy of ancient 
interstate competition' (248). In anticipating the annexation of Macedonia 
in 148 (or 146) Eckstein gives more emphasis to Rome's security conside
rations, with due reference to R.M. Kallet-Marx, Hegemony to Empire 
(Berkeley 1995), whose influence shows through in the following chapter 
by John V anderspoel, 'Provincia Macedonia' (2 51-7 5). Thus, not 
surprisingly, Vanderspoel devotes a special section to the construction of 
the Via Egnatia (264-67), which plays a significant role in many of the 
other topics covered in this volume. 

Some may find the careful studies of the less well trodden (because 
more obscure) periods of Macedonian history less intrinsically interesting 
than the thematic chapters which make up Part VI (371-542): on 
Macedonian kingship and institutions (Carol King), social customs (Noriko 
Sawada), women (Elizabeth Carney), religion (Paul Christesen and Sarah 
Murray),20 the army (Nicholas Sekunda), the political economy (Paul 
Millett), classical art to 221 BC (Craig Hardiman), and Hellenistic and 
Roman art, 221 BC-AD 337 (Rachel Kousser). 

Elizabeth Carney adds value to her numerous previous publications on 
women in Macedonian society with a comprehensive and well documen
ted survey. A desideratum would be some discussion of the age diff e
rentials between man and woman at marriage, since the gap would 
presumably be somewhat narrower than was the Athenian norm, with all 
that that implied.21 A related topic would be homosexuality, alluded to 
only in passing references to Philip's favourite boys (404, in Noriko 

20 More could be said about the development of ruler cult and about popular 
religion. 
21 That certainly applied with regard to the Macedonian royal house, but royal 
practice need not have matched common social practice any more than polygamy 
practised by a modern-day traditional leader reflects the national norm. 
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Sawada's chapter on social customs and institutions), his assassin, Pausanias 
(182-83), and Bagoas (356). The 'Bibliography' should include Daniel 
Ogden, 'Two studies in the reception and representation of Alexander's 
sexuality', in W. Heckel, L. Tritle & P. Wheatley (edd.), Alexander's 
Empire: Formulation to Decay (Claremont, Calif. 2007) 75-108. 

Nicholas Sekunda was particularly well qualified to offer the chapter 
on 'The Macedonian Army' (446-71), but it is destined to be contested on 
many points, especially with regard to the army under Alexander, since he 
was a great innovator and flexible enough to adapt to each new tactical 
situation. The picture was ever changing and even with Arrian's professed 
concern to revive the more authoritative sources it is difficult to get 
beyond a military narrative to a secure diachronic account of develop
ments in the elements of Alexander's army. 

Millett's chapter on 'The Political Economy' (472-504) ends with the 
challenge to apply to the Macedonian empire the approach of fiscal history 
as crystallised by R. Bonney and W.M. Ormrod, albeit in their case for a 
later stretch of history. 22 The chapter complements Dahmen's on 'The 
Numismatic Evidence'. 

In his feisty chapter on the conflict between Greece and the Republic 
of Macedonia (572-98) Loring Danforth supports the claim of the South 
Slavic people to be recognised as Macedonian, as it is anthropological 
practice to accept terms used as self-designation. This also means that 
Greeks who identify themselves as Macedonians are equally entitled to use 
that label. Historical discontinuities preclude simple adjudication as to 
who should be declared the 'true' Macedonians. Darnforth reviews the 
history and forms of the counterclaims before turning to Alexander and 
the sun or star of V ergina as topics of contestation in recent academic and 
political exchanges. A bizarre form of this contest has been the rival 
campaigns to establish links with the Hunzakuts and Kalasha of Pakistan's 
N.W. Frontier Province as being true descendants of Alexander's veterans 
who settled in Bactria. But at the end Darnforth brings the story up to the 
ruling of the Supreme Court of Greece of June 2009 rejecting an applica
tion by Macedonian human rights activists to establish a Home of Mace
donian Civilisation. 

The editors have declined to adjudicate (in the context, commendably) 
where contributors have taken opposed positions. Thus, for example, the 
cognomen philhellenos was taken by Alexander I himself (J. Engels 92-93) 
or was applied to him years after his death (Sprawski 143); Tomb II at 

22 R. Bonney & W.M. Ormrod, Crises, Revolutions and Self-sustained Growth: 
Essays in European Fiscal History, 1130-1830 (Stamford 1999). 
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Vergina contained the remains of Philip II (Muller 183) or Philip 
Arrhidaeus (W.L. Adams 214). 

If there is to be a second edition the volume would be improved with a 
more adequate map of Macedonia in its expanded form and the addition 
to the maps of several names mentioned in the text.23 A family tree covers 
the Argeads from 454 to 336 BC: similar trees for the Successors would 
make the text easier to follow. Some additions to the 'Index' would be 
welcome (for example under the headings 'the Alexander Romance', 'the 
Derveni krater' and 'Rhadamanthys'). Inconsistencies in the spelling of 
names is not too serious, but corrigenda should include errors at pp. 262, 
451, 459 and 487, and in the 'Index' the references to Bagoas need to be 
disaggregated. 

Joseph Roisman and Ian Worthington can be congratulated for the 
significant achievement that this volume represents. 

John Atkinson 
University of Cape Town 

23 The text at p. 259 on boundaries is at odds with Map 5. Missing place names 
include Drama, Stageira, Methone, Potidaea and Assos. 
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